Document Capture in Transportation & Logistics
Pick tickets, proof of delivery (POD), bills of lading (BOL), these
are the lifeblood of the logistics and distribution industries. Take
one away and the carrier can't prove that an order was pulled or
reached the customer who signed for it. And when you take away
that proof, the whole system breaks down as customers may be
unwilling to pay. The solution is to scan these paper docs and
make them available with a few clicks of the mouse.
SimpleIndex lowers costs by automating the data entry required to
organize scanned files, extracting key information using powerful
recognition features normally found only in expensive scanning
solutions. SimpleIndex can read the barcodes or text information
on your forms to capture transaction and customer information. Documents are linked to your customer data for
easy retrieval and viewing. SimpleView, allows you to search and view documents as well as combine, trim,
rescan, resize and perform OCR all in one easy, customizable interface. .
SimpleIndex is ideal as an inexpensive, standalone application for small shippers, or a distributed data capture
solution for large companies with multiple warehouses and diverse facilities.

Benefits of SimpleIndex to Transport Companies

SimpleIndex…
Enhanced Document Access



Capture BOL, POD, and pick tickets.



Link those documents to customer records.



Isolate signature areas to separate image files if needed.



Upload Files into ANY Database, Document Management System,
or Custom Application Remotely to Improve Operations.



Create Digital Tracking Files — from Order to Delivery.



Eliminate the Costs of Storage & Time spent searching.



Increase Staff Productivity, Efficiency, and Satisfaction.

SimpleIndex’s most powerful feature is its simplicity! Complex scanning workflows can be performed with
just a single mouse-click. Installation is quick, and training is minimal. You can even use your digital copier
to scan files and let SimpleIndex process them automatically.
Want to learn more? A Free 30-day trial and sample videos are available at www.SimpleIndex.com!
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